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Particle collision is an important process in soot particle growth. In this research, 
based on gas-solid two-phase flow, particle trajectory was traced by the Lagrange 
approach with periodic boundaries. Trajectory intersection, collision probability, 
and critical velocity were considered, and the growth path of each particle was 
traced. The collision frequency, fc, agglomeration frequency, fa, and friction colli-
sion frequency, ffc, were calculated, and the main influence factors of particle col-
lision were analyzed. The results showed that fc, fa, fa/fc increased with the increase 
of the particle volume fraction and gas phase velocity, v, but the particle initial 
diameter, dpi, and velocity had the great influence on fa/fc. fa/fc obviously decreased 
with the increase of dpi and v. The statistical analysis of fa/fc and Stokes number 
showed that fa/fc decreased with the increase of Stokes number, especially when 
Stokes number was extremely small, fa/fc decreased rapidly. Using the trajectory 
analysis of each particle, the particle growth process could be classified in three 
types: firstly, the particles that did not agglomerate with any particles during the 
entire calculation process, secondly, the particles that continually agglomerated 
with small particles to generate larger ones, and finally, the particles that were 
agglomerated by larger particles at some calculation moment.
Key words: gas-solid flow, Lagrange approach, particle size distribution, 

agglomeration, friction collision, particle growth path 

Introduction

Particulate matter pollution is one of the most serious atmospheric environmental 
problems, and it has attracted increasing attention in the world. The fine particles produced by 
fuel combustion are usually called soot particles.

The growth process of soot particles is usually divided into two-stages: the gas-phase 
chemical reaction and particle dynamics [1, 2]. Under the action of the gas-phase chemical re-
action, soot particles nucleate. The gas-phase chemical reaction includes fuel pyrolysis, growth 
species (C2H2) formation, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons formation, and nucleation [3]. In a 
combustion device, the growth of soot nuclei is a complex multi-phase flow process; that is, the 
gas (continuous phase) and soot nuclei (discrete phase) are mixed by extremely complex and 
transient turbulent motion. Therefore, non-linear, non-equilibrium, non-uniform, and multi-
scale couplings exist between the discrete and continuous phases and between the discrete and 
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discrete phases, that makes the complex dynamics evolution process of soot nuclei growing into 
soot particle is inevitable. This process mainly includes dynamic events such as collision, ag-
glomeration, surface deposition, breakage and surface chemical reaction, etc. Researchers have 
done a large amount of research on these dynamic events. Mohaghegh et al. [4] modeled the 
collisions of arbitrary-shaped particles. Stubing et al. [5] studied particle agglomeration and the 
fluid dynamic behavior of agglomerates. Yu et al. [6] direct numerical simulated polydisperse 
aerosol particle deposition in low Reynolds number turbulent flow. Karimi and Andersson [7] 
conducted an exploratory study on fluid particle breakup rate models. The aforementioned stud-
ies only focus on a single dynamic event, but the dynamic evolution process of soot particles is 
the result of the combined effects of dynamic events. 

Under the joint action of dynamic events, the sizes of soot particles increase from the 
nanometer level to the micron level, and undergo changes in a nuclear state, an aggregation 
state, and a coarse state [8]. In these dynamic events, collision and agglomeration were consid-
ered as the main factors to affect size distribution and morphology of soot particles [9].

Collision and agglomeration are usually considered in both semi-empirical and de-
tailed soot models, such as the Kazakov-Foster semi-empirical soot model [10], the phenom-
enological soot modelling approach of Zhao et al. [2], and the Frenklach-Maussdetailed soot 
model [11], etc. These soot models usually use an overall reaction describe a collision and ag-
glomeration process, and different numerical methods are used to calculate the reaction rate of 
the collision and agglomeration process. One method is the Arrhenius equation, which is used 
to calculate the collision rate [2, 10]. Other methods include the method of moments [11, 12] 
and the Monte-Carlo method [13], which are used to calculate particle group balance equations. 
The aforementioned methods can calculate the mass and size of soot particles, but the calcu-
lated particle size is nanometer level [2, 11], which is less than the experimental measurement 
value [14]. This shows that the overall reaction of collision and agglomeration cannot fully 
reflect the dynamic evolution process of soot particles growth.

Because soot particles randomly move in turbulence for an engine cylinder, soot 
particles are discrete phase, and whose trajectory is one of criterions whether collision oc-
curs. Collide may occur when the trajectories of the two particles simultaneously cross. The 
calculation method of particles trajectories in the air-flow can be divided into two categories: 
the Lagrange method and the Euler method. The Lagrange method takes the particles as the 
description object and tracks the trajectory and velocity of every particle [15, 16], but it is 
heavy computation burden. The Euler method takes the spatial position as the description 
object and records the velocity of the particle that occupies a specific spatial position at a 
specific time [17]. This method has a small amount of computation, but can't track the trajec-
tory of every particle.

Except the trajectories of particles, a collision needs the collision kernel model. The 
physical meaning of the collision kernel model is the rate of collisions within the computational 
domain of the discrete system. Saffman et al. [18] first put forward a collision sphere-based 
accurate geometric collision-kernel, β, model of zero inertial particles. The β is average colli-
sion kernel, and it can be used to calculate collision number, N, per unit time in a unit volume,  
N = βninj, ni and nj are number density of particle groups i and j, respectively. On this basis, 
the collision kernel β formulas were proposed based on the cylindrical mode and the spherical 
mode, respectively [18]. Park et al. [19] adopted the formula based on the spherical mode to 
simulate particle collision under high Reynolds number flows. Sommerfeld [20], in contrast, 
introduced the formula based on cylindrical mode to simulate particle collision and agglomer-
ation in turbulent flows.
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In addition the equations based on the cylindrical mode and the sphere mode, the 
Smoluchowski collision rate coefficient can be used to describe the stochastic collision of parti-
cles in the collision kernel model [15, 21]. In calculation of the model, the kinematic simulation 
method [22] and direct numerical simulation method [23] are used to calculate collision fre-
quency of particles that reflects the probability of particle collision. According to the aforemen-
tioned methods, the collision frequency can be calculated in turbulent, shear, or laminar flow. 
The particles studied in the previous methods are round particles, but the shape of the practical 
particles is irregular. Currently, studies on collision of elliptical particles [24] and collision of 
irregular particles [4] have also been conducted.

In conclusion, the aforementioned methods are based on the random principle for 
studying the collision frequency between particles. Most of the current dynamic events can 
calculate the possibility of the occurrence of 
dynamics events in gas-solid two-phase flow, 
and they can summarize the particle size dis-
tribution, but it is difficult to track the growth 
process of every particle.

In this work, based on the gas-solid two-
phase flow, particle trajectory is traced by using 
Lagrange method with periodic boundaries. 
Trajectory intersection, collision probability, 
and critical velocity are considered in order to 
calculate the collision frequency, fc, agglom-
eration frequency, fa, and friction collision 
frequency, ffc, in a computational domain. The 
effects of particles initial diameters, dpi, parti-
cles number, Npi, gas phase temperature, t, and 
gas phase velocity, v, on the particle collision, 
agglomeration, and friction collision are ana-
lyzed, and the growth process of each particle 
in the computational domain is summarized. 
The calculation flow chart used in this work is 
shown in fig. 1.

Particle collision dynamics event

In this paper, two changes are made based on model of Ho and Sommerfeld [15], 
including: trajectories intersection added in the collision criterion of two particles and the trans-
formation between the rectangular co-ordinate system and the u-v collision co-ordinate system, 
and a revised collision model is established. The revised collision model can be used to cal-
culate fc, fa, and ffc, and to track the movement trajectory of each particle in a computational 
domain. Here are two changes in the revised collision model as follow.

Collision and agglomeration criterion of two particles

According to kinetic theory, the occurrence of a collision is decided based on collision 
probability, Pc, [15]. The Pc stands for the collision possibility between any two particles in 
the computing domain. Because only two particles in contact may collide, particles trajectory 
intersections are considered in this work. Therefore, trajectory intersections and Pc are used to 
determine whether particles collide, and the collision criterion of two particles is calculated:

Figure 1. Calculation flowchart of  
particle collision
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where Pc is calculated by considering the relative velocities |V→ 1 – V→2| of the colliding particles, 
dp1 and dp2 are the particle diameters, Np – the number of particles in computational domain, 
RN – the uniform random number in range [0,1], and D – the distance between the center of 
two particles.

When two particles satisfy the collision criterion, the particles collide. Once particles 
collide, an agglomeration or a friction collision may occur. The critical velocity, vcr, determines 
whether two particles will agglomerate or not. The vcr is calculated [15]:
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where e is the coefficient of restitution, A – the Hamerker constant, z0 – the contact distance, 
Ppl is the material limiting contact pressure, dp – the average diameter of all the particles in the 
computational domain, and ρp – the particle density. The agglomeration of particles will occur 
when the following condition is satisfied:

1 2u u cos crvφ− ≤
 

(3)

where u→ is the normal velocity of the particle.
When particles agglomerate, the parameters of the new particle need to be calculated, 

including the mass, diameter, velocity, energy, etc. Otherwise, the two particles have a friction 
collision that is an inelastic collision [25], in which the masses and sizes of the two particles 
remain constant, but the velocities and energies of the two particles change.

The transformation of the co-ordinate system  
during a friction collision

In the gas-solid two-phase flow, a particle has both radial velocity and circumferential 
velocity, as shown in fig. 2, V→ i is radial velocity, Ω – circumferential velocity [25]. When two 
particles occur a friction collision, a co-ordinate system is established, as shown in fig. 2. The 
u-axis passes through the center of the two particles, the v-axis lies in the plane established by 
the u-axis and the relative velocity vector of the two particles, and the velocity in the w-direc-
tion is zero. Therefore, the friction collision between two particles is a 2-D collision in the u-v 

Figure 2. The u-v co-ordinate system 
for the friction collision of two particles

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of velocity  
vectors before and after friction collision in  
the new u-v co-ordinate system
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co-ordinate system. The u is the normal velocity component and the v is the transverse velocity 
component. Because the computational domain is in the rectangular co-ordinate system and 
the particles trajectories need to be tracked, the normal and transverse velocities in the u-v 
co-ordinate system and the velocity components in the rectangular co-ordinate system need to 
be transformed. Figure 3 shows the velocity vector before and after the friction collision of two 
particles in a u-v co-ordinate system.

In fig. 3, V
→

1 and V
→

2 are the velocity vectors of Particle 1 and Particle 2 before a friction 
collision, respectively. The V

→
′ 1  and V

→
′2 are the velocity vectors of Particle 1 and Particle 2 after 

a friction collision, respectively. Before a friction collision, the angle between the u-axis and 
the velocity vector of Particle 1 is denoted by α, and the angle between u-axis and the velocity 
vector of Particle 2 is denoted by β. The normal and transverse velocities in the u-v co-ordinate 
system before the friction collision are calculated with the dot product:

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2V cos , V sin , V cos , V sinp p p pu v u vα α β β= = = =
   

(4)

The circumferential velocity is ignored, and the normal velocities of the two particles 
after the friction collision can be obtained with momentum conservation and Coulomb's law of 
friction [15]:
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where mp1 and mp2 are the masses of Particles 1 and 2, respectively.
Considering whether there is slip between Particles at the moment of collision, ac-

cording to Coulomb’s law of friction, the condition for no slip between particles [15]:
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where μf is the coefficient of friction.
The transverse velocity component for a non-sliding collision:
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The transverse velocity component for a sliding collision:
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According to momentum conversation, the transverse velocity of Particle 2 is calculated:
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The velocities of two particles after a friction collision can be calculated:
2 2 2 2
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The velocity component vectors of Particles 1 and 2 after a friction collision in the 
rectangular co-ordinate system can be calculated with the dot product. These values are the 
velocity condition of the next moment.

 Initial conditions

Particle collision is an inevitable part of the particle growth process in turbulence. The 
effects of the particle initial parameters (dpi, Npi, etc.) and fluid parameters (t, v, etc.) on parti-
cle growth are studied in a fixed hexahedron computational domain. The calculation domain  
(0.1 cm × 0.1 cm × 0.1 cm) is a microvolume in the circular tube with a diameter of 0.12 m, and 
the turbulence in that is assumed as uniform and isotropic. Turbulent kinetic energy and turbu-
lence dissipation rate are calculated according to the references [26]. The periodic boundary is 
used in the calculation. The initial conditions are listed in tab. 1.

Table 1. Calculation initial conditions
Parameters Value Parameters Value

Particles number 104-105 Gas phase velocity 0.15-3 m/s
Particles initial diameters 2-9 μm Reynolds number 2300-4.7 ⋅ 104

Particles density 2.25 g/cm3 Turbulent kinetic energy 1.2-240 m2/s2

Particles volume fraction 2 ⋅ 10–4-2 ⋅ 10–2 Turbulent dissipation rate 0.5-700 m2/s3

Gas phase temperature 20-500 ℃ Time step 5.0 ⋅ 10–6 s
Hydraulic diameter 0.12 m The end time 5.0 ⋅ 10–4 s

In the calculation domain, the initial po-
sition of each particle is equal to the uniform 
random number in the range [0, 1] times the 
length of the computational domain. Figure 4 
shows that an initial distribution of 10000 par-
ticles with a diameter of 5 μm in the computa-
tional domain. This indicates that the particles 
are uniformly distributed in the calculation do-
main. All the initial particles are spherical in the 
calculation.

Effects of the particle initial  
parameters on collisions

Figure 5 shows the effects of dpi and Npi 
on fc, fa, ffc and fa/fc when t is 20 ℃ and v is 2 
m/s. The fa/fc refers to the ratio of the agglom-
eration frequency to the collision frequency. 
Because the result of collision of two particles 
may be agglomeration or friction collision. fa/fc 

can indicate the proportion of agglomeration in all particles collisions under every calculation 
condition.

According to eq. (1), when the initial velocity of the particles is constant, Pc and the 
particle volume fraction (the ratio of the particle total volume to the volume of the computation-
al domain) increase with the increase of dpi. This indicates that free space of particles decreased 

Figure 4. Initial distribution diagram of  
10000 particles with a diameter of 5 μm  
in the computational domain
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in the computational domain. Therefore, the probability of the particle trajectory intersections 
increases. That is, fc, fa, and ffc increase with the increase of dpi. However, fa/fc decreases with the 
increase of dpi, this is because that the larger the particle diameter is, the smaller vcr is, and lead 
to the lower fa, see eq. (3).

In order to ensure that particles have enough space in the computational domain, the 
particle volume fractions are roughly within the range of 2 ⋅ 10–4-2 ⋅ 10–2 in this work. When dpi 
is 5 μm, the effects of Npi on particle collision are studied. As can be seen from fig. 5(b), fc, fa, 
and ffc increase with the increase of Npi, but fa/fc basically remains unchanged. This is because 
that the increasing number of particles, the volume fraction of such particles in the computa-
tional domain also increases, which directly decreases the free-activity room, so fc, fa, and ffc 
increase. However, dpi, v, and t are unchanged at different Npi, so vcr, and Stokes number are 
unchanged, which leads to fa/fc little difference.

Figure 6 shows the particle size distribu-
tion for different Npi at 5.0 ⋅ 10–4 s. As can be seen 
from fig. 6, because fa increases with the increase 
of Npi, the particle size distribution range be-
comes larger from [5, 7.22] μm to [5, 12.4] μm. 
After agglomeration, the number of small-sized 
particles decreases, while the number of large-
sized particles increases. Therefore, the larger 
the particle number is, the larger fa is, and the 
larger the particle size distribution range is.

Effects of fluid parameters on collisions

Figure 7 shows the effects of v and t on fc, fa, ffc, and fa/fc when dpi is 5 μm and Npi is 
50000, respectivelly. As can be seen from fig. 7(a), fc, fa, and ffc increase with the increase of 
v, but fa/fc decreases. When Hydraulic diameter and t remain unchanged, Reynolds number 
increases from 2.34 ⋅1 03 to 4.69 ⋅ 104 with the increase of v, turbulence is more intense, and 
velocities of particles are bigger to increase fc, fa, and ffc. The velocities increase of particles 
makes the relative velocity of the two colliding particles even greater. Meantime, vcr is same at 
different v because dpi remains unchanged. By comparing eq. (3), it can be seen that it is more 
difficult to meet the conditions of agglomeration with the increase of v, therefore, fa/fc decreases.

When dpi is 5 μm, Npi is 50000 and v is 2 m/s, t has almost no effects on collisions, 
as shown in fig. 7(b). The t rises, the gas kinematic viscosity increases and density decreases. 
According to Reynolds number eqution, Reynolds number decreases with the increase of t. Al-

Figure 6. Particles size distribution for 
different Npi after 5.0 ⋅ 10–4 s (dpi is 5 μm,  
v is 2 m/s, and t is 20 ℃)

Figure 5. Effects of dpi and Npi on fc, fa, ffc, fa/fc when t is 20 ℃ and v is 2 m/s; (a) dpi and (b) Npi
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though Reynolds number decreases, but v remains unchanged, the accelarating action of solid 
phase by gas phase remains unchanged, so fc, fa, and ffc have a little change. This makes fa/fc 
basically unchanged.

Due to fa increases with the increase of v, the number of bigger-particles increases, 
while the number of smaller-particles decreases. The particle size distribution range increases 
from [5, 8.57] μm to [5, 12.4] μm, as shown in fig. 8(a). However, the particle size distribution 
rang has little different at different t because t has almost no effects on collisions, and the par-
ticle size distribution range is [5, 10] μm, as shown in fig. 8(b). Based on figs. 7 and 8, it can 
be seen that gas phase velocity has a greater influence on particle collision and agglomeration 
because of the accelerating action of particles by gas phase.

The particles in gas-solid flow can be divided into three categories by the Stokes 
number: fine particle, finite-inertial particle, and coarse particle [27]. The Stokes number is 
calculated using the following equation [27]:

2

21/43
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p p
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d
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ρ
ρ

ν
ε

=
  
  
   

(12)

where ρp and ρf are the density of the particles and the density of the air, respectively, and n – the 
kinematic viscosity.

 Figure 8. Particles size distribution for different v and t after 5 ⋅ 10–4 s when dpi is 5 μm and Npi is 50000

Figure 7. Effects of v and t on fc, fa, ffc, and fa/fc when dpi is 5 μm and Npi is 50000; (a) v and (b) t
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According to eq. (12), the Stokes num-
ber increases from 3.21⋅10–4 to 3.12⋅10–2. This 
indicates that the collision of the finite inertial 
particles is studied in this work. Figure 9 marks 
Stokes numbers and fa/fc at different conditions, 
and fits a curve. It can be seen that the smaller 
Stokes number is, and the bigger fa/fc is. When 
Stokes numbers are smaller than 0.005, fa/fc de-
creases rapidly. But when Stokes numbers are 
bigger than 0.005, fa/fc decreases slowly. This is 
because that Stokes number represents the fol-
lowability of particles in the flow. The smaller 
the Stokes number of the particles is, the stronger the ability of the particles to follow the fluid 
becomes [15]. Therefore, in particles collisions, the probability of agglomeration is greater, that 
is, fa/fc is bigger.

Growth processes of particles

Soot particles grow and change due to different dynamics events in gas-solid flow. 
When dpi is 5 μm, v is 2 m/s, and Npi is 50000, the particles size distribution range is [5, 9.59] 
μm. The particles growth paths can be divided into three groups in the computational domain: 
firstly, the particles do not agglomerate with any particles during the entire calculation process, 
secondly, the particles continually agglomerate with small-sized particles to generate larger 
ones, finally, the particles are agglomerated by larger particles at some calculation moment. 

The 21151th particle is the largest particle at the end of calculation. The 21151th parti-
cle agglomerates the other six particles to form a large particle with a diameter of 9.56 μm. Fig-
ure 10(a) shows the initial distribution of the seven initial particles at the begin of calculation. 
In order to show the relative position of the particles more clearly, the region where the particles 
are located is enlarged, as shown in fig. 10(b).

Figure 10. The initial distribution of the 21151th particles and  
the other 6 initial particles agglomerated by the 21151th particles

In order to show the growth process of the 21151th particles, an region of 0.03 × 0.035 cm  
is intercepted in the left view of the computational domain. The 21151th particle occurs  
six times agglomeration with the 6046th, the 33766th, the 49832th, the 18726th, the 42225th, and 
the 12574th particles, respectively, and finally forms the biggest polymer at 3.1 ⋅ 10-4 s, as shown 
in fig. 11. Until the end of the calculation, no agglomeration occurs.

Figure 9. The change of fa/fc with Stokes 
number
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Figure 11. The growth progress of the 21151th particle; (a) 0 s, (b) 2.5 ⋅ 10–5 s,  
(c) 6.5 ⋅ 10–5 s, (d) 1.5 ⋅ 10–4 s, (e) 2.45 ⋅ 10–4 s, (f) 2.65 ⋅ 10–4 s, and (g) 3.1 ⋅ 10–4 s

Conclusions

Based on the gas-solid two-phase flow, the particle trajectory was traced using the 
Lagrange approach with periodic boundaries. The trajectory intersection, collision probability, 
and critical velocity were considered, and the growth path of each particle could be traced. The 
main factors affecting particle collision were analyzed, and the growth paths of the particles 
were summarized. The force of particles was not considered in the complete calculation. The 
specific conclusions are given. 

 y With the particles volume fraction increased, fc, fa, and ffc increased, however, dpi had a great-
er influence on fa/fc, and fa/fc decreased with the increase of dpi.

 y Compared with t, v had a greater impact on particle collisions. With v increased, fc, fa, ffc and 
size distribution range increased, but fa/fc decreased. 

 y The fa/fc had a great relationship with the Stokes number. The smaller the Stokes number 
was, the larger the fa/fc was. On the contrary, the larger the Stokes number was, the fa/fc de-
creased slowly.

 y The growth paths of the particles were summarized in the computational domain. Firstly, 
the particles did not agglomerate with any particles during the entire calculation process. 
Secondly, the particles continually agglomerated with small-sized particles to generate larg-
er ones. Finally, the particles were agglomerated by larger particles at some calculation 
moment.
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